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EN

MANY SOLUTIONS 
ONE SUPPLIER

We are the only one  company in Europe,

which has five different departments producing

industrial packaging. Therefore we are able

to design, develop and deliver the complex product

with a full control of each production processes.

assemblywarehouse

plastic&steel textiledesign

one hand source

PRODUCT PHILOSOPHY

REUSABLE -

COST REDUCTION

BETTER USE OF SPACE -

WAREHOUSE OPTIMIZATION 

OPTIMUM

PROTECTION

OF PRODUCTS

INCREASED PACKING FACTOR -

LOGISTIC OPTIMIZATION

ECOLOGY

ONE YEAR IN IGOPAK

protected
products

customers packagings raw materials

Our offer includes several different kinds of 

foam. Using modern production technologies 

we manufacture foam products for a wide 

variety of industries.

 We are able to produce foams dedicated for 

different shapes of the parts using CNC 

milling and cutting devices.

FOAM

PROFILES
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We design and manufacture 

reusable packaging for

the automotive industry.

We protect our customers 

products by limiting losses

and creating savings -

thereby increasing

their profits.

We measure and 

minimize the impact

of our business

on the environment.

We supply our customers with two kinds of plastic 

containers:

PLASTIC

CONTAINERS

WITH INSERTS

Manufactured using an injection molding method.

They are highly durable and have dimensional 

stability.

Made of corrugated polypropylene boards.

These containers are custom made

in a variety of sizes.

We offer a wide range of steel containers for transport

and storage, from standard construction to projects

for individual clients' requirements.

Our containers equipped with textile or foam inserts

are the perfect solution for the most demanding customers.

STEEL CONTAINERS

TRIPAK
BULK CONTAINERS

These bulk containers, available in both collapsible

and stationary constructions, have many potential

applications due to the wide range of possible inserts:

Textile

Foam

Corrugated PP

separators

ROBUST & LIGHTWEIGHT

Ideal alternative to steel containers,

pallet cages or wooden containers.

Thermoformed moldings

Aluminium-/Steel frames

Plastic moldings

max. payload 1000kg

Net weight - from 12kg

Our textile packaging solutions are reusable and highly

protective inserts for plastic and steel containers.

We prepare complex projects from the external

constructions to the inserts.

TEXTILE

SOLUTIONS

SEE HOW

WE WORK

see video

There is possibility to produce

them in ESD version.


